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The National Association for Campus Activities’ mission is to empower members to amplify the campus 
experience through inclusive learning, meaningful connections, and engaging entertainment that 
transforms college communities. NACA’s vision is to create college communities where everyone belongs.

NACA Associate Members,

It is time to recreate that NACA event magic. The NACA community truly banded together and 
created an outstanding online event that, outside of in-person networking and connections, was 
able to capture the special feel that only NACA has. 

We are eager and thankful for the creativity, thought provoking dialogue, humor, joy, and new 
ways of viewing the world that you and your artists provide. Virtual NACA® Live will not be a 
repeat of this fall—while it will incorporate aspects that made our first venture a success, we have 
new categories and schedule components for all members to leverage. 

A team of volunteers and staff have thoughtfully designed this year’s Live to reflect what is 
unique about NACA and what members are seeking from education and entertainment. We will 
continue to evolve and grow, which requires change and adaptation. Our goal is to consistently 
adapt and provide programming that leads the student life community. 

Your vision and partnership will once again help position students to create inclusive programs 
that push society, bring students happiness, and entertain. 

Be well,

Amber 

Amber Shaverdi Huston, CAE
Executive Director
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Virtual NACA® Live Schedule
All times listed are Eastern Standard Time

Tuesday, Feb. 23
10:30 AM–11:30 AM ................................................................................................ Make & Take Hour
10:30 AM–5 PM ....................................................................................................... Virtual NACA Live Help Desk Open
11 AM–5 PM ................................................................................................................ Virtual Business Hub Open
11:30 AM–1 PM .......................................................................................................... Conference Welcome
1:15 PM–1:45 PM........................................................................................................ Opening Keynote
2 PM–2:30 PM .......................................................................................................... School Member Orientation
2:45 PM–3:15 PM ..................................................................................................... Educational Programs
3 PM–4 PM ................................................................................................................ Make & Take Hour
4 PM–5:30 PM.......................................................................................................... Exhibit Hall Meet & Greet
6 PM–6:45 PM .......................................................................................................... Trending Interactive Program
7 PM–8:30 PM.......................................................................................................... Sponsored Night Out

Wednesday, Feb. 24
10:30 AM–11:30 AM ................................................................................................ Make & Take Hour
10:30 AM–5:30 PM ................................................................................................ Virtual NACA Live Help Desk Open
11 AM–5:30 PM ......................................................................................................... Virtual Business Hub Open
11 AM–12 PM............................................................................................................... Educational Programs & Featured Workshops
1 PM–2:30 PM ........................................................................................................... Spotlight Showcase
2:45 PM–4 PM .......................................................................................................... Exhibit Hall
4 PM–5 PM ................................................................................................................ Make & Take Hour
4:15 PM–4:45 PM ..................................................................................................... Roundtables/Tech Demos
5 PM–5:30 PM ......................................................................................................... Ed Programs
5 PM–5:30 PM ......................................................................................................... Virtual Business Meeting
6 PM–6:45 PM .......................................................................................................... Trending Interactive Program
7 PM–8:30 PM.......................................................................................................... Sponsored Night Out

Thursday, Feb. 25
10:30 AM–11:30 AM ................................................................................................ Make & Take Hour
10:30 AM–5:30 PM ................................................................................................ Virtual NACA Live Help Desk Open
11 AM–5:30 PM ......................................................................................................... Virtual Business Hub Open
11 AM–12 PM............................................................................................................... Educational Programs & Featured Workshops
12:30 PM–1:45 PM ................................................................................................... Lecture Showcase
2:45 PM–4 PM .......................................................................................................... Exhibit Hall
4 PM–5 PM ................................................................................................................ Make & Take Hour
4:15 PM–4:45 PM ..................................................................................................... Roundtables/Tech Demos
5 PM–5:30 PM ......................................................................................................... Ed Programs
5 PM–5:30 PM ......................................................................................................... Virtual Business Meeting
6 PM–6:45 PM .......................................................................................................... Trending Interactive Program
7 PM–8:30 PM.......................................................................................................... Sponsored Night Out

Friday, Feb. 26
10:30 AM–11:30 AM ................................................................................................ Make & Take Hour
10:30 AM–5:30 PM ................................................................................................ Virtual NACA Live Help Desk Open
11 AM–5:30 PM ......................................................................................................... Virtual Business Hub Open
11:30 AM–1 PM .......................................................................................................... Spotlight Showcase
1:30 PM–2:30 PM .................................................................................................... Educational Programs & Featured Workshops
2:45 PM–3:30 PM ................................................................................................... Closing Keynote & Celebration
3:45 PM–5 PM .......................................................................................................... Exhibit Hall
5 PM–6 PM ................................................................................................................ Make & Take Hour
5 PM–5:30 PM ......................................................................................................... Roundtables/Tech Demos
5 PM–6 PM ................................................................................................................ Virtual Business Meeting
7 PM–8:30 PM.......................................................................................................... Sponsored Night Out
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EVENT PROCEDURES, FEES AND REFUNDS

1.  You must be or become a member of NACA  
to participate in Virtual NACA® Live. 

•  National membership provides access to all member schools, 
virtual events and all other NACA services. 
   Self-Represented Solo Artists ....................................................$675 
   General Membership for Agencies & Other Companies $895

Apply for membership at naca.org/join.

The Exhibit Hall Booth fee of $250 does not include any passes 
for the individuals who will be attending the event. Registration 
fee is $299 for each delegate.

In order to attend/participate, you must be a NACA national 
associate member & purchase an exhibit booth. Application 
can be found at naca.org/join. Northern Plains regional 
associate members can attend Virtual NACA Live only if they 
did not attend NACA Virtual and joined prior to November 12, 
2020. 

2. Associate Delegate Full Registration Fee
For the person/people working the booth the entire length of 
the event. Associates MUST purchase at least one full registra-
tion prior to the start of the event.

3. Reserve your Exhibit Hall booth 
(see Exhibit Hall description on the following page).
You must have a booth to present an educational session, 
participate in Virtual NACA® Live and/or to submit attractions 
for showcase.

Booths will be reserved upon payment of the booth fee. Booth 
space will be assigned on a first-come, first-served basis.

The Exhibit Hall Booth fee of $250 does not include any passes 
for the individuals who will be participating. Registration fee is 
$299 for each delegate. 

4. Apply to showcase.
•  Showcase applications are due January 4, 2021. Applications 

will close at 11:59 PM ET. The application fee is $125.
•  You must be a NACA associate member and purchase an 

exhibit booth.
•  Update your NACA® 24/7 profile. In order to submit a show-

case application, your NACA® 24/7 artist profile must be 
complete.

5. Showcase Performance Fee
varies by showcase category
If an act is selected to showcase and accepts, there is a show-
case performance fee of $350–$500, depending on category.

6. NACA Refund Policies
Refund policies for showcase fees, Exhibit Hall fees and regis-
tration fees are outlined below. Any request for refunds that in-
clude special circumstances making it impossible to adhere to 
the guidelines outlined in the individual refund policies should 
be forwarded in writing to the NACA Office within 30 days of 
the event for which the refund is being requested. Any request 
received after this timeline will not be approved. Any special 
circumstance refund requests must include supporting mate-
rial documenting the circumstances necessitating the request 
(e.g., a note from a physician for illness, information from local 
media regarding weather-related problems, etc.). Submission 
for a refund does not gurantee a refund.

 •  Booths cancelled at least 30 days prior to the first day of 
the virtual event will receive a 50% refund.

 •  Delegate registration fees cancelled at least 14 days prior to 
the first day of the event will receive a 50% refund.

 •  Showcases cancelled at least 30 days prior to the first day of 
the event will receive a 25% refund, unless there has been a 
violation of policy.

 •  Showcase alternates cancelled at least 30 days prior to the 
first day of the event will receive a 100% refund.

 •  Showcase alternates who keep their spot and are not of-
fered a showcase will automatically receive a 100% refund.

All refund requests must be made in writing by sending an 
email to memberrelations@naca.org.
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EXHIBIT HALL

Our exhibit hall will continue to enhance the opportunities to 
network with associate members and discuss business. The 
exhibit hall will be open in 60–90 minute intervals each day of 
the event.

You must:

 •  Purchase a booth for $250 to attend the event. 

 •  Booths will contain the company name, tag line and 
overview of the company/agency (similar to the illustration 
at right). A Google sheet will also be sent to gather 
information for the booth setup. Any information not 
submitted properly will be left blank, which could impact 
your booth traffic. 

Please remember for setting up your Virtual Booth

 •  We encourage you to be forward facing in your Overview to 
include any pertinent information on your virtual/hybrid/in-
person programs & safety measures. 

 •  We also encourage you to include details on artist meet & 
greets, production demo times, etc. Attendees may make a 
decision on whether or not to enter your booth based on this 
profile alone, so it is very important that you are thoughtful 
about what information to include.

 •  Exhibitors will have the option of having recordings available 
for attendees to view or live stream meetings. 

 •  Exhibitors will need to provide their own link for the live 
stream capabilities, i.e. Zoom links or Google Hangout. If this 
is your first time participating in a NACA program, or you 
need assistance with this process, please let us know. 

 •  We strongly encourage exhibitors to use live meeting links if 
at all possible. It is very important for you to understand the 
technology that you are using and the features, alerts, etc. 

 •  Please test these links out in advance to make sure you 
understand how to work with it.

NACA® Exhibit Hall Incentive for Schools 

 •  We are incorporating an incentive program for school 
attendees to encourage 1:1 meetings with exhibitors when 
the exhibit hall is open each day. 

 •  Specific process instructions will be forwarded as we draw 
closer to the event, but each exhibitor will have a unique 
code that they can give to attendees when they meet live 
during the exhibit hall hours.

 •  Attendees can then enter the codes into the platform under 
the Exhibitor Challenge to be entered into a drawing for a 
free 1-week registration for the NACA Summer Series.

Sample company 
information — this is what 

attendees  will see first 
when visiting your “ booth.”
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Showcasing At Virtual NACA® Live

Virtual NACA® Live is a unique & personalized experience for our school attendees. If selected to showcase in the Spotlight or Lecture 
categories, you will be responsible for recording your showcase and submitting the recorded showcase to us. NACA will be working 
with a production company to splice the videos together so that they can be shown as live for the attendees. We encourage you to 
use this opportunity to invite school members into your space, your home, your studio and to acknowledge that although we cannot 
physically be together, this is the next best thing. We do not want, nor will we accept, videos that are from comedy clubs, former 
concerts, etc. The showcase performances should be created especially for the Virtual NACA® Live attendees.

Spotlight & Lecture showcase submissions for Virtual NACA® Live 

 •  Should consist of the final showcase product that will be shown on stage. 

 •  Submissions must be within 30 seconds of the correct showcase length, but cannot be over its time. For example, a 4 minute 
video must be at least 3 minutes and 30 seconds, but cannot be longer than 4 minutes. 

 •  NACA will not edit videos for any reason. The NACA Office & National Showcase Selection team will review all Spotlight & Lecture 
videos prior to the showcase selection meeting beginning. 

 •  Videos that do not meet the specifications listed above will not be considered.

 •  Refunds will not be given for submissions that do not meet the correct criteria.

 •  Pre-recorded showcases should not include ANY prerecorded material at all. 

 •  Lectures can use multimedia if their performance necessitates its use. 

 •  Showcase performances are not meant as infomercials for products and services, nor should they include videos of previous live 
performances.  These are for live entertainment acts only. 

 •  We encourage you to set up the video by welcoming the Virtual NACA Live attendees and personalizing the video at all times, 
including a goodbye message encouraging attendees to come to your booth.

 •  Please note that we will show these videos as live with an Emcee performing live in between sets, so please DO NOT reference not 
being live in the video. Do not say “Good Morning” or “Good Evening” in the videos.

 •  Submissions do not need to include closed captioning or any type/slides with agency & act names. NACA’s production company 
will provide lower third slides with these details as well as close captioning services. 

Acts selected as Emcees will perform live, working virtually through a Zoom feed with our production company from their studio. 
Acts selected for the Make & Take Hour, Trending Interactive Programs, and Featured Workshops will be shown through a Zoom room 
directly in the platform. 

Video recordings need to be sent as one video file with audio embedded

•  MP4 (H.264) is the preferred file format, however, MOST file formats can be accepted.

•  The video needs to be in a widescreen (16:9) aspect ratio, preferably 1920 x 1080p.

•  Recording needs to be edited as you would like it to be played live. We will not edit creative content. 

•  If recording with an iPhone, please turn iPhone to the side (landscape) before pressing the record button.
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Showcase Performance Fee Refund Policy
If a showcase is cancelled, no refund will be given.

Showcase application fee is $125 for all categories.

Showcase Application 
Deadline

Showcase Fee Deadline Booth 50% Refund

Virtual NACA® Live Feb. 23 Jan. 4, 2021 Feb. 5, 2021 Jan. 29, 2021

SHOWCASE FEE TABLE

SHOWCASE FEE DEADLINES

Name Amount Available  
Spots

Performance  
Length

Description

Make & Take 
Hour

$350 8 2 hours total  
per day

Make & Take Hour artists will perform in Zoom breakout rooms at 
scheduled times throughout the event to interact with attendees & 
highlight engaging virtual performance opportunities. These could 
include demonstrations such as caricatures, balloon artists, wire 
writing, spray painting t-shirts, tarot card reading, etc. Make & Take 
Hours artists are scheduled in two (1) hour blocks in the morning and 
afternoon of each day. These are reserved for artists that are able to 
virtually provide or ship the finished product to the attendee.  

Spotlight 
Showcases

$350 30 4 minutes Spotlight showcases will be pre-recorded with a maximum of 4 
minutes per performance. They types of acts can include magicians, 
mentalists, singers, bands, comedians, spoken word poets, etc. It is the 
intent of these showcases that these are shown as live performances 
and not shown as commercials or include clips of previous in-person 
performances.

Lecture 
Showcases

$350 5 10 minutes Lecture showcases will be pre-recorded with a maximum of 10 minutes 
per performance. Lecturers should include fast-paced discussions with 
limited multimedia usage, similar to a Ted Talk. It is the intent of these 
showcases that these are shown as live performances and not shown 
as commercial or include clips of previous in-person performances.

Emcee $500 4 20 minutes Emcees will perform live through a Zoom feed with the production 
company. The performance time is 20 total minutes, plus 1 minute to 
set up and introduce each pre-recorded act. Emcees should engage 
with the audience in real time through the app’s chat function.

Trending 
Interactive 
Programs

$500 6 45 minutes Trending Interactive Programs will stream live through Zoom meeting 
rooms and will happen two at a time for three days. These are meant 
to be interactive and engaging virtual programs that can include 
game shows, group paint parties/activities, cooking demonstrations, 
etc. 

Featured 
Workshops

$500 9 60 minutes Featured Workshops will happen live through Zoom meeting rooms in 
the ed session blocks. There are 3 Featured Workshops scheduled once 
a day for three days in the one hour blocks, against approximately 5 
other sessions. Featured Workshop presenters will be highlighted as 
showcase performers, with pricing and bio information, and can use 
this as a sales opportunity unlike other 30-minute sessions presented 
by associate members. Suggested topics could include financial 
literacy, leadership development, marketing tactics, etc. 
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SPONSORSHIP
OPPORTUNITIES

For more information, or to arrange a sponsorship, contact Victoria Moulterie at victoriam@naca.org

GOLD
Level
$3,500

SILVER
Level
$2,500

TECH
Sponsor

$2,000

Sponsored 
Night Out

$5,000

BRONZE
Level

$1,500

Sponsor has 1.5 hours to produce a showcase on their own platform to showcase a turnkey product/event for school 
delegates. NACA will provide links within the app, include in all advertising, and list as part of the event the schedule, 
etc., but will not provide production support otherwise. Acts performing in the Sponsored Night Out cannot be 
showcasing already during NACA® Live. The Sponsored Night Out includes 1 booth, 2 delegate registrations and other 
Gold Level offerings.
Sponsored Night Out requests will open on Monday, December 7, 2020 and will be awarded on first come, first served 
basis with preference being given to associate firms that sponsored NACA® Live 2020.

•  Gold Tier Recognition in the Sponsorship 
Listing Page

•  One (1) Exhibit Booth with Priority 
Placement in the Virtual Exhibit Hall 

•  Four (4) Delegate Registrations
•  One (1) 30-second commercial to be played 

prior to the start of a showcase opening 
(exact time to be determined by NACA)

•  One (1) Banner Ad* to be shown for the 3 
days of the event*

•  Event Recognition (i.e. Virtual NACA® Live 
Showcase/Ed Programs/Business Hub  
brought to you by ...)

•  Sponsor recognition in event slides, 
verbal acknowledgements during stage 
announcements, social media shout out, 
NACA® Spotlight)

•  Priority calling during Block Booking 
Meetings (called in alpha order at the start 
of the meeting based on Sponsorship Level)

•  Silver Tier Recognition in the Sponsorship 
Listing Page

•  One (1) Exhibit Booth with Priority 
Placement in the Virtual Exhibit Hall 

•  Two (2) Delegate Registrations

•  One (1) 30-second commercial to be 
played prior to the start of a showcase 
opening (exact time to be determined by 
NACA)

•  One (1) Banner Ad* to be shown for the 3 
days of the event*

•  Sponsor recognition in event slides, 
verbal acknowledgements during stage 
announcements, social media shout out, 
NACA® Spotlight)

•  Priority calling during Block Booking 
Meetings (called in alpha order at the start 
of the meeting based on Sponsorship Level)

•  Bronze Tier Recognition in the Sponsorship 
Listing Page

•  One (1) Exhibit Booth with Priority 
Placement in the Virtual Exhibit Hall 

•  One (1) Delegate Registration

•  One (1) 30-second commercial to be 
played prior to the start of a showcase 
opening (exact time to be determined by 
NACA)

•  One (1) Banner Ad* to be shown for the 1 day 
of the event*

•  Sponsor recognition in event slides, 
verbal acknowledgements during stage 
announcements, social media shout out, 
NACA® Spotlight)

•  Priority calling during Block Booking 
Meetings (called in alpha order at the start 
of the meeting based on Sponsorship Level)

Sponsor has three (3) 30 minute-demonstrations scheduled Wednesday, Thursday and Friday of the event. Tech 
demos are targeted towards professional staff members and can include assessment tools, virtual convocation 
platforms, virtual award ceremony platforms, ticketing/RSVP systems, etc. Tech Sponsorships include demonstration 
times and other Bronze level offerings.
Tech demos are targeted towards staff members and may include assessment tools, virtual convocation platforms, 
virtual award ceremony platforms, ticketing/RSVP systems, etc. 

naca.org/nacalive
For more info, or to purchase a sponsorship, click here.

mailto:victoriam@naca.org
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SHOWCASE POLICIES
Who May Apply
Any firm wishing to submit an act for a conference showcase must:
 •  Be a current national member of NACA, prior to or at the same 

time as submitting an application (see “General Policies” on Page 
13 of this Guide for more information).

 •  Be in good financial standing (not appear on a NACA bad debt 
list).

 •  Submit a Exhibit Hall Booth payment.
 •  Submit a Showcase Application and a non-refundable application 

fee.

 For a Level 1 national membership and regional agency no more 
than three acts and two alternates per agency will be selected for 
each event.
 For a Level 2 national membership no more than 6 acts and 3 alter-
nates per agency will be selected for each event. 
 For a Level 3 national membership no more than 9 acts and 4 alter-
nates per agency will be selected for each event. 
 This will be inclusive of all showcasing categories.

SHOWCASE CATEGORY DESCRIPTIONS

Make & Take Hour artists will perform in Zoom breakout rooms at 
scheduled times throughout the event to interact with attendees & 
highlight engaging virtual performance opportunities. These could 
include demonstrations such as caricatures, balloon artists, wire 
writing, spray painting t-shirts, tarot card reading, etc. Make & Take 
Hours artists are scheduled in two (1) hour blocks in the morning and 
afternoon of each day. These are reserved for artists that are able to 
virtually provide or ship the finished product to the attendee.  

Spotlight showcases will be pre-recorded with a maximum of 4 
minutes per performance. They types of acts can include magicians, 
mentalists, singers, bands, comedians, spoken word poets, etc. It is the 
intent of these showcases that these are shown as live performances 
and not shown as commercials or include clips of previous in-person 
performances. Spotlight Showcases will be pre-recorded with a 
minimum of 3 minutes, 30 seconds, and a maximum of 4 minutes per 
performance.

Lecture showcases will be pre-recorded with a maximum of 10 
minutes per performance. Lecturers should include fast-paced 
discussions with limited multimedia usage, similar to a Ted Talk. 
It is the intent of these showcases that these are shown as live 
performances and not shown as commercial or include clips of 
previous in-person performances. Lecture Showcases will be pre-
recorded with a minimum of 9 minutes, 30 seconds, and a maximum 
of 10 minutes per performance.

Emcees will perform live through a Zoom feed with the production 
company. The performance time is 20 total minutes, plus 1 minute to 
set up and introduce each pre-recorded act. Emcees should engage 
with the audience in real time through the app’s chat function.

Trending Interactive Programs will stream live through Zoom meeting 
rooms and will happen two at a time for three days. These are meant to 
be interactive and engaging virtual programs that can include game 
shows, group paint parties/activities, cooking demonstrations, etc. 

Featured Workshops will happen live through Zoom meeting rooms in 
the ed session blocks. There are 3 Featured Workshops scheduled once 
a day for three days in the one hour blocks, against approximately 5 
other sessions. Featured Workshop presenters will be highlighted as 
showcase performers, with pricing and bio information, and can use 
this as a sales opportunity unlike other 30-minute sessions presented 
by associate members. Suggested topics could include financial 
literacy, leadership development, marketing tactics, etc.

Materials for Submission
 Showcase submissions will be accepted only through the NACA® 
24/7 dashboard.
 It is the responsibility of associate members to ensure that informa-
tion submitted is correct. NACA takes no responsibility for verifying 
artist rosters submitted for the online directory or during the showcase 
submission process. Duplications or conflicting information in rosters 
must be worked out between agencies and the NACA Office notified of 
the final disposition. If associate members knowingly submit inaccurate 
information, they are subject to sanctions as outlined in the NACA® 
Process for Dealing with Violations of Association Policy, including revo-
cation of membership.
 In order for an act to be considered for a showcase, submissions 
must be received by the published deadline.
 Artist pricing cannot be increased once the committee has reviewed 
the application. Artists will have the opportunity to edit their pricing, 
biography, and other program details if selected to showcase.

If an act is submitting for both a live and pre-recorded showcase, 
they must submit a final video for consideration in that category 
that meets the provisions laid out on pages 6-7. For example, if 
someone is submitting as an Emcee, but wants to be considered for a 
Spotlight showcase then they must submit a 4 minute pre-recorded 
session as well.
 
Criteria for Reviewing Submitted Acts
1. The Showcase Selection Committee has the sole authority to select 
acts for the event showcases.

2. Materials submitted must be an accurate representation of the 
material and personnel that will actually appear on the showcase.

3. Performance at previous in-person events does not impact eligibilty 
to perform at Virtual NACA® Live events and vice versa.

4. The criteria utilized to review submitted acts will include but are not 
limited to (not necessarily in priority order):
 a.  Originality (both of performance/act and within the pool of acts 

submitted).
 b.  Talent as compared to other acts submitted.
 c.  Block Booking prices that are competitive (High/Low) with other 

acts submitted.
 d.  Competition with regard to other acts submitted.
 e.  Anticipated college marketability and audience appeal within 

the region to which the application was submitted.
 f.  Diversity and/or variety as compared to other acts/artists sub-

mitted.
 g.  Distribution of artists among exhibiting associate members.
 h.  Accomplishments/appearances within the college and general 

entertainment market.
 i.  Degree of completeness of the information submitted.

5. Acts will be considered for the category for which they applied. If an 
individual act has indicated that they would be willing to be moved to 
another showcase category, and the Committee feels the act would 
be better suited to that category, the firm will be informed of the move 
upon selection.

6. For a Level 1 national membership and regional agency no more 
than three acts and two alternates per agency will be selected for each 
event.
For a Level 2 national membership no more than 6 acts and 3 alter-
nates per agency will be selected for each event. 
For a level 3 national membership no more than 9 acts and 4 alter-
nates per agency will be selected for each event. 
This will be inclusive of all showcasing categories.
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SHOWCASE SELECTION PROCEDURES
1. A recorder will be selected to keep an official record of the delibera-
tions.

2. The Showcase Selection Committee Coordinator will begin the 
process by reviewing the schedule, all showcase policies, the selection 
procedures and criteria, the number of acts that must be reviewed, and 
the confidentiality of the Committee’s discussions. The Coordinator 
should also answer any questions from the Committee at this time.

3. All deliberations and discussions during the showcase selection 
process are confidential. Any breaches of confidentiality could result in 
sanctions from the Association.

4. The Committee will review submissions in the following order:
 A. Make & Take Hour
 B. Trending Interactive Programs
 C. Featured Workshops
 D. Lecture
 E. Spotlight Low
 F. Spotlight High
 G. Master of Ceremonies
**If an act is submitting for both a live and pre-recorded showcase, they 
must submit a final video for consideration in that category that meets 
the provisions laid out on pages 6-7. For example, if someone is submit-
ting as an Emcee, but wants to be considered for a Spotlight showcase 
then they must submit a 4 minute pre-recorded session as well.

5. Submissions will be reviewed in alphabetical order by performer 
name in ascending order (A-Z), with the starting letter determined by 
random drawing by the Showcase Selection Committee Coordinator 
immediately prior to the start of the first round. Subsequent rounds of 
review will pick a different random starting letter.

6. For Make & Take Hour, Trending Interactive Programs, Featured 
Workshops, Spotlight High & Low, & Master of Ceremonies, the Com-
mittee will view 1.5 to 2 minutes of the submitted materials. For Lecture, 
the committee will review 3 minutes of the submitted materials. The 
committee will follow the instructions indicated by the applicant. At 
this time, the committee will also review the written materials provided 
by the act, utilizing the criteria for selection as outlined previously. 
After this review, a vote will be taken. If 50% or more of the Committee 
members vote in the affirmative, the act will move to the second round. 
If an act receives 100% of the votes in round 1, they automatically move 
forward to Round 3.

7. In the second round, the Coordinator will ask if the Committee 
would like to review any or all of the audio/video material provided. If 
yes, the Committee will review the audio/video materials and may also 
review the written materials provided by the act as needed, utilizing 
the criteria for selection as outlined previously. After this review and 
discussion, a vote will be taken. If 75% or more of the Committee votes 
to move the act forward, it will move to the next round.

8. In the third round, each individual Committee member will develop 
his/her list of the acts he/she would select for showcase, each consider-
ing the criteria for selection as outlined previously; the Committee will 
then discuss these acts and will move those with the highest number of 
votes to the final list.

9. After all acts are selected for showcase, alternates will be chosen 
and ranked accordingly in the following categories:
 a. Spotlight  
 b. Master of Ceremonies 
 c. Lecture 
 d. Make & Take Hour
 e. Trending Interactive Programs
 f. Featured Workshops
 The Committee reserves the right to revisit eliminated acts and/or 
to move acts indicating they would accept such a move into any other 
category as needed to finalize the alternate lists.

10. The Showcase Selection Committee Coordinator will forward via 
e-mail the list of showcasing acts to the event contact at the NACA Of-
fice within one business day of the conclusion of the selection process. 
The Office will notify associate members of selection by posting this in-
formation on the NACA website as soon as possible following its receipt 
and no later than the notification date listed in this Guide.

11. Upon request, the Showcase Selection Committee Coordinator will 
notify the appropriate associate member agency(cies) representing 
acts/artists not selected to showcase of the review round in which their 
act/artist was eliminated; no other feedback will be developed. This 
information will be available no sooner than seven days following the 
meeting and will be sent via e-mail. In general, the review rounds will 
focus on the following main discussion areas:
 a. Round One: Overall quality of the materials/performance;
 b.  Round Two: Performance as compared to other submitted perfor-

mances; and
 c. Round Three: Ranking with regard to placement on final lists.

 
Committee Composition
The composition of the Showcase Selection Committee will be at the 
discretion of the National Showcase Selection Team or designee with 
the following considerations:

1. The Coordinator of the Showcase Selection Committee shall vote 
only in the case of a tie.

2. The Coordinator must have served on a  Showcase Selection Com-
mittee at least one time. The Coordinator must also be a full-time staff 
member at a current NACA member school.

3. Within the parameters of the policies outlined by NACA, the Co-
ordinator is solely responsible for making changes, determining ties, 
etc. Policy interpretation will also be the sole province of the National 
Showcase Selection Team and the NACA Office.

4. In addition to the Coordinator of the Committee, other non-voting 
members of the Committee shall be selected and approved by the 
National Showcase Selection Team.

5. Appointment to the committee should be made with consideration 
of the various demographic characteristics of the NACA member 
schools within the region. These considerations should include, but are 
not limited to:
 a.  Diversity, which is defined as ethnic identification/race, gender, 

gender identity, disability, sexual orientation, age and religion.
 b. Geographic location.
 c. Size and type of institution.
 d. Commuter vs. resident student populations.
 e. Awareness of current trends in campus activities.

6. At least 50% of the voting members shall be students.

7. Members shall be appointed by the Showcase Selection Coordinator.

8. Associate members may not serve on the  Showcase Selection 
Committee, nor will they attend the showcase selection committee 
meeting.

9. Members of the Showcase Selection Committee may not be a 
current or former employee or intern of an NACA associate member 
firm or agency, or plan to be employed by or be an intern for an NACA 
associate member firm or agency within the next NACA fiscal year.

SHOWCASE SCHEDULING

1. The performance time slot assigned to each act will be determined 
by the designated NACA official, who reserves the right to change the 
showcase order within the showcase block as they deem necessary at 
any time.

2. In order to be considered, acts must be available to appear on any 
of the showcases listed.
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3. All acts selected to appear for a showcase must submit a signed let-
ter of intent regarding their appearance on the showcase and payment 
of the showcase fee within 10 days after notification of selection or the 
act will be removed from the showcase and an alternate will be moved 
onto the showcase.

4. Once the performance schedule is finalized and Showcase Letters of 
Intent have been sent, no requests from acts or associate member firms 
to change performance times will be honored. If an act cannot perform 
at the time assigned the act will be removed from the showcase and 
an alternate will be moved onto the showcase. Changes in showcase 
performance times due to technical limitations, labor issues or any other 
reason that may be deemed necessary by the Showcase Production 
Coordinator in coordination with the NACA Office will be permitted.

 
SHOWCASE ALTERNATES

1. An alternate will appear during the same showcase block in which 
the vacancy occurred (i.e. Showcase 1, Showcase 2, etc.) but may not 
necessarily perform in the same order as originally occupied by the act 
they are replacing. The Showcase Production Coordinator has the au-
thority to change the order of acts in the showcase block as they deem 
necessary.

2. Alternates will be approached as follows:
 a.  Lectures (chosen from Lecture Alternate pool) 
 b.  Master of Ceremonies (chosen from the Master of Ceremonies 

Alternate pool with additional considerations outlined in item 3 
below) 

 c.  If there are no more MASTER OF CEREMONIES Alternates we will 
go to SPOTLIGHT Alternates that, at the sole discretion of the 
Showcase Production Coordinator, can effectively be placed in 
an MASTER OF CEREMONIES spot. 

 d.  Alternates will be selected from the SPOTLIGHT alternate pool 
when a SPOTLIGHT performer cancels.

3. In the event of a cancellation where no alternate in the original 
alternate pool is available, the Showcase Production Coordinator shall 
attempt to fill the spot to the best of their abilities.
 a.  If all attempts to fill a cancellation with an alternate fails, the slot 

will be left open.
 b.  At the end of the event, any alternate offered a showcase oppor-

tunity one or more times that was not eligible to perform when 
asked will forfeit the previously paid showcase alternate fee.

DURING THE SHOWCASE

1. Acts that are performing live cannot include any other guests or 
performers that were not included in the submission materials, nor can 
they include acts that are already showcasing separately. 

2. Changes of personnel within the act that do not alter the concept or 
talent as presented by the act to the Showcase Selection Committee in 
the showcase and as will be presented by the act on the road may be 
permitted at the sole discretion of the Showcase Production Coordina-
tor. Changes in personnel in single artist acts are not allowed.

3. The representative for all showcasing acts and alternates shall pro-
vide a written introduction prior to the event. Written introductions will 
be limited to 50 words in length. If a custom introduction is not provided 
by the deadline given, a generic introduction stating the act’s name, 
agency and booth number will be read. The act’s introduction will be 
read from the stage immediately prior to their performance. The intro-
duction is due at the same time as the act’s Letter of Intent and video.

4. Showcasing Acts will have the following performance times: 
 a. Master of Ceremonies - 20 minutes (over the entire showcase) 
 b. Spotlight - 4 minutes 
 c. Lecture - 10 minutes 
 d. Make & Take Hour - 2 hours in 1 hour segments 
 e. Trending Interactive Programs - 45 minutes 
 f. Featured Workshops - 1 hour 

 An act’s performance time will not begin until after their introduc-
tion is read. 

5. Acts appearing in the showcases may participate in the virtual 
event by purchasing delegate registration passes. No day passes or 
showcase passes will be given to any showcasing artist outside of Mas-
ter of Ceremonies.

6. In showcase acts that include hypnosis, the performer may not 
conduct any mass/group hypnotic suggestion of the audience as part 
of the showcase. To ensure this, the following showcase stipulations will 
apply:
 a. Only willing, individual volunteers may be used.
 b.  Artists MUST bring their own music/audio content, such as back-

ground music or other white noise, to use during induction.
 Any showcase act performing hypnosis who violates either of these 
two policies will forfeit any remaining showcases they may have been 
awarded for the current conference season and will not be eligible to 
apply to showcase at any events for the following year’s conference 
season.
 Following a hypnosis showcase, the performer must be available to 
debrief anyone who has been hypnotized during the show. 

SHOWCASE FEES & REFUNDS

1. Payment of showcase fees, signed Letters of Intent must be submit-
ted by the appropriate deadlines or the act will be removed from the 
showcase and an alternate will be moved onto the Showcase. Show-
case acts and live performance alternates must return a signed copy of 
the Showcase Letter of Intent with payment..

2. A 25% refund will be given to associate members when the NACA 
Office receives a written request at least 30 days prior to the first day 
of the conference, unless there has been a violation of policy. 

3. No portion of showcase fees will be refunded if the act is:
 a. Eliminated from the showcase due to violation of conference poli-
cies.
 b.  Unable to appear and notifies the region less than 30 days prior 

to the start of the conference.

4.  No substitution of acts by associate members will be allowed.

5. Alternates for the pre-recorded performance categories will not be 
required to pay an alternate fee to secure their spot. If an act cancels, 
an alternate will be contacted and notified of payment information.

ELIMINATION FROM THE SHOWCASE

An act selected for showcase will be eliminated if the agency submit-
ting it:
• No longer represents the act.
• Is not the only booking contact for that act during the event.
• Withdraws from the conference.
•  Fails to attend the conference, leaves the conference after it arrives 

or is not staffing its booth during the required hours.
• Is under legal restraint from presenting the act.
• Does not have the right to present the act.
• Violates the terms of the signed letter of intent.
•  Showcase fees will not be refunded if the act is eliminated from the 

showcase or showcase alternate list resulting from violation of event 
policies.
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EXHIBIT HALL POLICIES
OVERVIEW
 The Exhibit Hall is the center of all business activity conducted during 
a conference. Face-to-face live meetings or recordings between the 
school buyers and the firms selling the talent, products or services 
take place here. Buyers visit booths to peruse press kits and product 
specifications, view video and listen to audio tapes and to check 
availability of touring artists. There will be a wide diversity of talent and 
products on display in the Exhibit Hall
 The virtual exhibit hall is a designated meeting room. Your exhibit 
booth will display a description and contact information populated 
from your NACA 24/7 profile. You have the option to upload 
prerecorded video links or chat live in person. 
 The following policies govern all Exhibit Hall activities. Their 
interpretation is based on the decisions of the designated conference 
official. NACA policies are subject to change without notice.

General Exhibit Hall Policies
1.  Each firm exhibiting at the event must maintain separate 

membership in NACA and must occupy separate booth space.
2.  Staffing for booths 

a. Exhibitors may not purchase associate member delegate passes 
for a school member 
b. Exhibiting firms are fully responsible for any guests they purchase 
a registration for, and their guests are held to the same policies as an 
exhibiting firm. 
c. Any person who is an exhibitor’s guest or not an official exhibitor of 
the event who engages in any form of product or talent solicitation 
will be removed from the event.

3.  An exhibitor may advertise, display, exhibit, or sell only the talent, 
products or services of its company. Associate members that have 
joined NACA under the SELF-REPRESENTED/SOLO ARTIST category 
that are found to be distributing materials promoting artist(s) or 
program(s) other than themselves will be in violation of policy. Such 
violations will be addressed as outlined on Page 12, Membership 
Category Violations.

4.  An exhibitor cannot sell or sublet any or all of the exhibit space or 
booth.

5.  Films or other presentations of explicit sex (as defined by NACA in its 
sole discretion) are not allowed in the Exhibit Hall area. Any exhibitor 
desiring to show a film or other material depicting explicit sex must 
receive prior written approval of NACA and must conform to any 
special arrangements of such a display. Violations of this policy will 
result in the display being immediately closed.

6.  Drawings will be permitted only in the Exhibit Hall. A firm sponsoring 
a drawing must receive written approval from the NACA Office for 
both the prize and the drawing, and must announce in advance 
whether the prize is intended for the school or the individual 
registering. There may be no payment required to enter a drawing. 
The nature of the drawing must not be disruptive to the Exhibit Hall. 
Extravagant prizes are discouraged; cash awards will not be allowed. 
Any firm/agency doing a drawing is responsible for abiding by all 
state and local laws.

7.  No retail sales of any type will be permitted in the Exhibit Hall.

Defining Exhibit Hall 
Space and activities will be defined as follows and fees will  
be assessed accordingly:
a.  Booth Space–A standard booth within the Exhibit Hall.

Purchasing Booth Space
1.  All firms representing talent, products or services to schools and 

attending the event must be current NACA associate members or 
non-profit affiliate members and must purchase Exhibit Hall booth 
space to attend an event. Payment of booth fee does not guarantee 
a booth will be assigned.

2.  Booth sales will be opened to all other associate members and non-
profit affiliate members when the event Guide is available.

3.  Booths can be requested only by payment in full of all appropriate 
event and membership fees and upon receipt of Exhibit Hall 
Application.

 Applicable booth fees as determined annually by the Board of 
Directors and published in the applicable event Guide will be charged for 
any space purchased in, or connected via a regular booth to, the defined 
exhibit area. Booth space dimensions are outlined on the event pages on 
naca.org.

Booth Operations
1.  Exhibitors are encouraged to staff their booth and/or attraction 

space during all Exhibit Hall hours. 

Membership Category Violations
Associate members that have joined NACA under the SELF-
REPRESENTED/SOLO ARTIST category that are found to be distributing 
materials promoting artist(s) or program(s) other than themselves will 
be in violation of policy.
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NACA POLICIES
General questions regarding policies for events can be directed to the 
NACA Office at 803-732-6222.

DEFINITION OF DIVERSITY
Diversity is an attribute and a goal. As an attribute, diversity is 
ethnic identification/race, gender, gender identity, disability, sexual 
orientation, age, religion, economic status and the many other 
aspects of our lives that define the family of humanity. As a goal, 
diversity refers to the intentional valuing, respecting and inclusion 
of all peoples. NACA recognizes the diversity of all its members and 
supports the development and implementation of programs and 
services that achieve this goal.

NON-DISCRIMINATION, DIVERSITY ADVANCEMENT  
AND AFFIRMATIVE ACTION PRINCIPLES
NACA is committed to advancing diversity development and the 
principles of equal opportunity and affirmative action through its 
respective programs, services and volunteer involvement. To ensure 
compliance with these principles, the organization will:
 •  Not discriminate on the basis of race, color, religion, gender, gender 

identity, economic status, sexual orientation, national origin, age, 
ethnic background or disability in any of their policies, procedures 
or practices.

 •  Promote vigorous efforts to enhance, develop and increase a 
diverse volunteer pool in all areas of the Association.

 •  Actively promote diversity in its programs and services.
 •  Expect all volunteers and NACA Office staff to consistently display 

sensitivity to diversity and the principles of affirmative action.
 •  Promote the importance of eliminating discriminatory and/

or culturally insensitive language, behavior and content from 
NACA-sponsored activities and will urge all members and guests 
of the Association to cooperate in this effort. There is no intent to 
support censorship. The purpose is to induce thought and advance 
planning in an effort to ensure that showcase performances, Exhibit 
Hall displays, educational sessions and other NACA-sponsored 
activities reflect appropriate diversity and sensitivity in their plans 
and actions.

CIVILITY STATEMENT
Prominent among the values that define the NACA community 
is civility, which includes mutual respect, fairness and politeness. 
Membership in any community requires a concern for the common 
good for all who belong to that community. Each individual may 
possess different ideas, as well as different ways of communicating 
those ideas, particularly in a community as varied and diverse as 
an association. Because of these differences, respect and civility are 
integral to maintaining the quality of the association environment. 
Respect and civility should therefore be afforded to all individuals 
regardless of role within the association. This includes treating people 
with courtesy and consideration, acting and speaking judiciously and 
behaving professionally.
 All members of the Association community are called upon to 
promote and value this ethic of common respect and civility. We will 
encourage discussion with a goal of instilling an appreciation for the 
importance of fair-mindedness, personal responsibility, and respect for 
differing opinions. At such occasions, members will always be strongly 
encouraged to observe common standards of decorum and to display 
a respectful tenor. We will also consider appropriate steps to be taken 
when members of our community do not respect these standards.

ALCOHOL AND OTHER SUBSTANCE ABUSE POLICY
The National Association for Campus Activities and the NACA® 
Foundation recognize the serious threats that alcohol and other 
substance abuse present to college populations, the entertainment 
industry, and to society as a whole. We realize that our Association 
is not immune to the problems associated with abuse. NACA is 
committed to addressing this issue through various activities, 
programs and educational efforts on regional and national levels. 
All NACA members and volunteers are encouraged to uphold the 
Association’s statement in spirit and action; however, NACA has no 
responsibility for the conduct or behavior of event attendees.
 Alcohol served outside of any official event (an official event is one 
endorsed or hosted by NACA) is not the responsibility of NACA, but is 
instead the responsibility of the individual/group/firm coordinating, 
hosting, promoting or holding the activity. All responsibility for 
determining whether participants at the activity are underage and 
for complying with applicable state and local laws rests solely with the 
individual/group/firm coordinating, hosting, promoting or holding the 
activity, and is not in any way the responsibility of NACA or any of its 
employees or representatives.
 In the event that NACA becomes the subject of a claim or loss 
arising from violation of this policy by any person, group or business 
entity, or service of alcohol at any non-official event, that person, 
group or business entity agrees that it shall indemnify and hold 
harmless NACA from and against all resulting claims and losses, 
including NACA’s costs and attorney’s fees, that arise from or relate to 
violation of this policy and/or service of alcohol at said non-official 
event.

FINANCIAL PARAMETERS
PAST DUE ACCOUNTS: Past due accounts in excess of 30 days will 
be subject to a service charge of 1.5 percent per month. Such service 
charges will be added to the unpaid balance due for determining 
the service charge for the succeeding months. Membership dues are 
not subject to a service charge. Accounts not paid within 60 days will 
be subject to a “hold on credit” and no new orders for labels, graphic 
design jobs, advertising or other NACA goods and services will be 
accepted until the account is cleared. Accounts not paid within 90 
days may be referred to a collection agency and will be considered a 
debt to the Association.
RETURNED CHECKS: A service charge of $50 will be added on all 
returned checks submitted in payment for services rendered.
DEBTS: If debts including, but not limited to, past due membership 
dues, Convention, NACA® Live, conference and summer institute 
registration fees (national and regional), accrued finance charges, 
dishonored and unpaid checks or drafts payable originally or by 
endorsement to NACA remain unpaid after 90 days, NACA shall have 
the following rights with respect to such debtor to:
 •  Suspend its membership and all privileges pertaining hereto until 

the debt is satisfied.
 •  Suspend its Convention, NACA® Live, summer institute and all event 

privileges until the debt is satisfied.
 •  Take any or all of the above actions in addition to such other 

remedies as may be afforded by law.
 
 NACA also reserves the right to apply any funds held for or received 
by NACA from a debtor to any outstanding debt as well as any 
accumulated service or related charges where applicable, regardless 
of the purpose for which such funds were received or held by NACA.
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EVENT POLICIES AND PROCEDURES
GENERAL POLICIES
These policies and procedures are not necessarily the same as those 
for in-person NACA events. NACA policies are subject to change 
without notice.

1. Who may attend events? 
All agencies and/or their subsidiary companies that are:
 •  Current national associate members of NACA. Each national 

associate member must be a separate legal entity. In order for a 
company affiliated or related in any way to another company to 
purchase its own national associate membership, the requesting 
company must supply NACA with proof that the companies are 
legally separate entities.

 •  In good financial standing (do not appear on an NACA® national 
or regional bad debt list).

2. What are the required registration documents  
necessary to attend events? 
Submit a registration application online and the appropriate fees to 
the NACA Office. Associate members must purchase Exhibit Hall booth 
space and a minimum of one full delegate registration to attend an 
event. 

3. What delegate status should I select and what  
are the delegate fees? 
All persons attending the event in any capacity must register. Log-ins 
may not be shared between two or more people. See Page 4 for a 
description of different registration categories available. Please note 
that delegates may only register under one membership category for 
any activity. No delegate will be allowed to attend any event function 
until their registration fees are fully paid. 

4. What are NACA’s refund policies for events? 
See Page 4 for all refund policies. 

5. What other important information should I know?
 •  Associate members may not provide any demonstration to school 

delegates of an act, event, tour or any other activity that occurs 
outside the officially scheduled program, anywhere in any of the 
event facilities, or on other websites during the NACA event dates. 
Associates shall not distribute any promotion or advertising to 
school delegates of a performance, act, event, tour or other activity 
held outside the event facilities during the dates of that event. 
An attraction that has an existing contract to perform in a event 
facility is subject to review by the Executive Director or designee.

 •  The firm representing a showcasing act must be the only booking 
contact for that act during the event. If the representation of 
that act is in dispute and the dispute cannot be settled prior 
to the beginning of the event, the act will not be allowed to 
perform on the showcase, and the firms in dispute regarding the 
representation of the act will forfeit their booth spaces and any 
subsequent showcases.

6. How are violations handled?
 •  Violations of any of the policies may subject the exhibitor to actions 

and/or sanctions as outlined on Page 15 of this Guide.
 •  Any person not an official exhibitor of the event who engages in 

any form of product or talent solicitation will be removed from 
official event events.

7. Videotaping/Photography Policies 
NACA photographs and videotapes events and attendees. These 
photographs and videotapes may be used in any NACA materials 
and publications, and on the NACA website. By participating in this 
event, you, your delegates and/or the acts that you represent give 
NACA your consent to use photographs and videotapes in which you, 
your delegates and/or your acts appear.
 NACA delegates or other persons may not use photographic, 
videotape or other image and sound recording devices to record 
events and activities that take place during NACA events. 

8. Special Needs  
Although the Association strives to make all events accessible to 
all participants, including individuals with disabilities or special 
needs, where reasonably possible, not all special needs may be 
accommodated at all sites.  If the Association is unable to provide 
the special service(s) requested by a delegate and the delegate does 
not attend the event, the Association will refund the registration fee. 
A request will need to be submitted to the NACA Office by the early 
registration deadline for that event.

9. Event Cancellation Policy 
NACA reserves the right to cancel any program/event. Causes for 
cancellation may include, but are not limited to, low participation 
by schools and/or associates, acts of God, etc. In the case of a 
program cancellation, NACA will reimburse only those fees paid to 
the Association that have not been applied to the program/event 
development.

10. Unacceptable Behavior
•  Harassment, intimidation, or discrimination in any form.
•  Physical or verbal abuse of any attendee, speaker, volunteer, exhibitor, 

NACA staff member, service provider, or other event guest.
•  Examples of unacceptable behavior include, but are not limited to, 

verbal comments related to gender, sexual orientation, disability, 
physical appearance, body size, race, religion, national origin, 
inappropriate use of nudity and/or sexual images in public spaces or 
in presentations, or threatening or stalking any attendee, speaker, 
volunteer, exhibitor, NACA staff member, service provider, or other 
event guest.

•  Disruption of presentations at sessions, in the Exhibit Hall, or at other 
events organized by NACA.

 NACA has zero tolerance for any form of discrimination or 
harassment, including, but not limited to, sexual harassment by 
participants or our staff at our events. 
 NACA reserves the right to take any action deemed necessary and 
appropriate, including immediate removal from the event without 
warning or refund, in response to any incident of unacceptable 
behavior, and NACA reserves the right to prohibit attendance at any 
future event.
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Violation of NACA’s policies may at the discretion of NACA result in 
discipline, including the suspension, expulsion or termination of a 
member from the organization, or the expulsion or barring of an artist 
or volunteer from a NACA-sponsored event. The following is a partial 
list of grounds for discipline. The full listing can be found at naca.org/
about/Documents/Policy_Violations.pdf. 

 •  Written or verbal abuse, which is defined as the expression of 
demeaning, insulting, or intimidating comments based on sex, race, 
color, religion, national origin, age, disability, sexual orientation, or 
other areas given legally protected status;

 •  Lewd or indecent behavior during a NACA-sponsored event or any 
of its activities;

 •  Sexual harassment during a NACA-sponsored event or any of its 
activities including, but not limited to: suggestions that refusal 
or willingness to submit to sexual advances will have an effect on 
membership or participation in or with NACA or any of its activi-
ties and/or the unwanted physical conduct or contact of any kind, 
sexual touching, advances or propositions, 

 •  Possession or use of any weapon during a NACA-sponsored event or 
its activities;

 •  Violation of state or local laws governing the use of alcohol, or sell-
ing or distributing alcohol to underage delegates or attendees;

 •  Behavior as a result of consumption of alcohol that causes harm to 
persons or property;

 •  The possession, use, sale, or distribution of any drug or other sub-
stance illegal under state or federal law;

 •  Misusing or damaging NACA property by deliberate or reckless 
acts;

 •  Theft;

 •  Sending harassing, threatening, repetitive and/or abusive e-mails 
to NACA members, volunteers and/or Office staff; 

 •  Arranging activities and/or events that conflict with scheduled 
NACA activities or events during NACA conferences, the National 
Convention or other NACA-sponsored programs or activities;

 •  Inappropriate or unauthorized use of NACA’s name and/or logo — or 
any other Association elements — to imply endorsement, affiliation 
or for any other non-sanctioned purpose;

The Association reserves the right to track infractions and to levy sanc-
tions against parties who develop a record of serial infractions over 
time.

POLICY VIOLATIONS


